Application note: SQL@CHIP Connecting the
IPC@CHIP® to a Database
1. Introduction

This

application

note

describes

how

to

connect

an

IPC@CHIP® to a database and exchange data between those.
As there are no database drivers for the IPC@CHIP®, the
connection is realized with a web server between the database
and the IPC@CHIP®. Due to that fact we have a universal
solution for all databases that are accessible by a web server
with PHP functionality. In this example, we use the MySQL
database and the Apache web server. In addition, you need the
belonging ZIP “AN_sqlATchip.zip” file with the PHP file and the
C source code.

2. Requirements

You

need

good

knowledge

of

databases,

the

setup,

maintenance and administration. Furthermore knowledge of
running a web server (e.g. Apache) and PHP is needed. It is
not possible to explain these topics in this application note.
In order to keep the effort for this example as low as possible,
we use XAMPP. XAMPP is an easy to install Apache web
server distribution containing MySQL, PHP and Perl. XAMPP is
easy to install and to use (just download, extract and start).

3. Data exchange – How does it work?
The data from and to the database will be transferred as
follows:
An application on the IPC@CHIP® requests a web page (PHP)
from the Apache web server. In this HTML GET request, the
SQL statement is embedded in the GET variables and they are
passed to the PHP web page. The PHP script extracts the SQL
statement from the passed variables, starts a request to the
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database and passes the results in a web page back to the
IPC@CHIP®. The application on the IPC@CHIP® can parse
this web page and can retrieve and process the requested
data.
This

example

provides

a

simple

IPC@CHIP®

console

application that queries the user for an ID. After retrieving the
data from the database the application prints the received raw
data to the console.

4. Procedure
4.1 Install XAMPP
Download XAMPP from http://www.apachefriends.org/ and
install it. Just follow the installation steps. There is also a lot of
documentation on how to setup the web server and the
database.

After the installation, you can access the web server with a
browser at http://127.0.0.1/ (local host). If you want to access
the web server from another
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computer you have to use the IP address of the computer
hosting the Apache web server.

Please place the PHP file wrapper.php from the ZIP file
“AN_sqlATchip.zip” in a folder in your web server directory (e.g.
htdocs/chip), so that the IPC@CHIP® can call this file via the
Apache web server.
4.2 Create a Database and table
The easiest way to create a database is using phpMyAdmin.
phpMyAdmin and its documentation are already installed with
XAMPP on the Apache web server.

For this example, please create a Database “testDB” containing
a table “testtable” with three fields:

testtable
Fieldname

Type

1

id

int

2

name

varchar(50)

2

firstname

varchar(50)
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After that, fill the table with some test data.
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Finally create a user “bob” with password “secret” that has
rights to read and write the table “testtable”. You find the rights
management on the start page under “privileges”

4.3 sql.exe
The sql.exe application runs on the IPC@CHIP®. In this
section, the source code of sql.c is explained. In the first
section, the variables are defined:

After that, the user is queried by the application for an “id” of
the person he wants to read from the database. Enter a valid
“id”, which you have defined in your testDB database table
earlier.

After that, a SQL query string is constructed with the given
data.
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If the user has entered the ID “1”, the sqlrequest would
look like this:
172.30.10.96:80/chip/wrapper.php?user=bob&pass
=secret&db=tes
tDB&sql=SELECT+*+FROM+testable+WHERE+number+=+
’1’
In the next section, the application calls httpGet and waits
for an answer of the Apache web server. If there is a valid
result it is printed to the console.

The following screenshot shows an example. The user entered
the ID “1” and received “1 frank smith” as answer:
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4.4 wrapper.php
The wrapper.php first extracts the GET-parameters from the
IPC@CHIP® request.

Then it opens a connection to the database and places the
query.

The results are then echoed back to the IPC@CHIP®

4.5 Variations
In this example, a SQL SELECT statement is passed to the
wrapper.php. It is also possible to pass other SQL statements
(like INSERT, DELETE, UPDATE…) to the PHP script, you
might have to alter the PHP file or write other PHP files which
react differently to different request types.
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4.6 Security
Please note that all data passed to the web server and returned
is not encrypted and can be read by network sniffers or other
tools. If you need secure data exchange, you have to think
about encrypting your data.
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